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1994

chool referendum axed
operty tax increase
·ected 1,932-3,056
arleston area voters
ay rejected a referentha t would have
ed property taxes to
prop up the financialing local school dis-

e referendum, which
have increased local
y taxes 97 cents per
of assessed valuation,
rejected by a vote of
to 3056.
are very disappointsaid Terry We i r,
leston Unit District
assistant superinten-We worked hard and
to inform the commueral rental property
rs had warned that
might be forced to
ase rent as much as
per month if the referhad passed. About
Eastern students live
-campus housing.
d the referendum
ed , an owner of a
0 house would have
pay $194 more.
Daily, president of
Coles County Farm
eau , which publicly
ed the measure, said
bureau did not favor
referendum because its

property tax increase
would hit farmers heavily
because they own large
tracts of land.
Daily said the farm
bureau was concerned
because the school board
did not specify where the
tax money would go.
"If the school board
would do more budgeting
and make a program, then
the people would know
what they are voting for,"
Daily said.
The tax increase would
have brought in an additional $1.2 million to the
school district. District officials said the tax increase
would have been enough to
balance the district's books
for as much as 15 years.
The money would have
been used to buy supplies
and books. Now the district
must consider cuts, Weir
said.
"We will be looking at
$500,000 in cuts at our
board meeting (Thursday),"
Weir said. "We already cut
$600,000 this year."
Weir said the board will
now consider cuts in supplies, layoffs of six to seven
staff positions, and eliminations of teacher's aide
positions.
The district will still
• Continued on Page 2

,l

A 7T(NTION VOTERS

START HERE

E LISSA BROADHURST /Staff photographer

Maurice Manbeck, a retired psychology professor. works as an electionjudge at the polls
Tuesday in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Only five voters had cast ballots
in the state primary elections as of 2 p. m. he said.

Netsch, Edgar get the nod
CHICAGO (AP) - Dawn Clark Netsch
won the Democratic nomination for governor
Tuesday, setting up a campaign against
Republican Gov. Jim Edgar in which her
proposed $2.5 billion tax increase will likely
be the key issue again.
Netsch, the state comptroller, beat
Attorney General Roland Burris and
Richard Phelan, the Cook County Board
president, to become the first woman nomi·
nated for governor by a major party in
Illinois.
"We held an election in Illinois today and
the truth won," Netsch told cheering supporters at her victory party. She brandished
a pool cue and accepted a gift of a billiard
ball, both references to her much-discussed

• See related election stories on Page 3.
television commercial that featured her
making tricky pool shots and called her a
"straight shooter."
With 96 percent of precincts reporting in
unofficial returns, Netsch had 471,181 votes
or 45 percent, Burris had 364,224 votes or
35 percent and Phelan had 154,309 votes or
15 percent.
In Coles County, Netsch took 57 percent of
.,. Continued on Page 2

ampaign advised: Burned student says he was
ep entry age at 19 alone, 'no hazing' involved
~SPENCER

•See.story on the

Charleston alcohol task force
Page

6~

·ing the bar~e~tcy' age at 19
and adopting and enforcing
new ordinance&. One mem·
·bet oi>.posed the recc;>nunen- ·
dation and one member yo-as .
·absent for the vot.& but :wrote.
a ietter to th& commi~sion
: declaring support for the recommendation. ·
·
e City Council will
study session before
on the recommendaRiley said.
said the commission
1-1-1 in favor of keep-

The Champaign City
Council voted in early
January to have the city's
liquor advisory commis'sion
consider ways to reduce

• Continued on Page 2

l ying in powdered lime.
Police said McCoy was intoxicated at the scene.
An Eastern student
However, Charleston Police
burned by caustic chemicals Chief Herb Steidinger
told police he was alone the refused to comment further
night he was injured, about the recent findings,
Charleston police reported saying he would release no
Tuesday.
other information about the
Greg McCoy, 20 of Loving- incident. Police had to wait
ton, reportedly told police about a week before they
that he doesn't recall anyone could question McCoy as to
being with him the night he how he ended up eight blocks
fell into a lime pit, nor does from a local bar where he
he relate any of his injuries was last seen.
as resulting from an incident
Steidinger said the interof fraternity hazing. McCoy view with McCoy will not end
had been pledging Eastern's investigation into the case.
chapter of Delta Sigma Phi
Robert McCoy, Greg's
fraternity before obtaining father, said he would not
his injuries.
comment on the exact inforMcCoy received third- mation Greg told police, but
degree chemical burns on 63 he did say the police learned
percent of his body March 6 "very little." In addition,
after he spent several hours McCoy said the family has
By DAVID M . PUTNEY
City editor

retained
Champaign
Attorney J. Steven Beckett.
Beckett said he has not yet
filed any lawsuits stemming
from the incident that caused
McCoy's injuries.
Police had been investigating the incident to find out
whether McCoy was pushed
or simply fell into the lime
behind a local welding supply
store. Witnesses say McCoy
left an uptown bar alone at
11:30 p.m. March 5 and they
didn't see him again until
police found him at about 7
a.m. the next morning.
McCoy remains in critical
condition at Springfield
Memorial Hospital because of
a risk of infection.
"His spirits are up," Robert
McCoy said. "He's a real sick
ki d, but for what he's been
through, his spirits are up."

referendum.
Daily said the farm bureau is not
anti-education but is concerned
with the accountability of tax dollars used in the school system.
"If they run another referendum

without saying where the money is
going, it won't pass," Daily said.
"We will be on the financial
watch list," Weir said. "We might
not be on it this year, but we will be
on there eventually."

Weir said the district
operating with a deficit for
10 years. For the last six y
cials used a $2.75 million
cash fund to bail the schools

built her lead in the campaign's final
days. In their concession speeches,
the vote, followed by Burris with 27 both told voters to concentrate on
percent and Phelan with 10 percent.
defeating Edgar.
Also running were James Gierach,
Netsch said voters "are ready for a
who campaigned for drug policy governor to take charge, get serious
reform, and Sheila Jones, a follower of and tell it like it is. I intend to be that
political extremist Lyndon LaRouche. governor."
Edgar, who easily beat conservative
They split the rest of the vote. In
Coles, they took a combined 3 percent. businessman Jack Roeser, laid out his
Netsch came out early in the prima- challenge to Netsch by reminding votry campaign with a plan to raise the ers he bas avoided raising the state's
income tax 42 percent to improve major taxes, as he promised four years
schools and offer property tax relief. ago.
Phelan and Burris refused to advocate
With 97 percent of precincts reporta tax increase, but wouldn't rule one ing in unofficial returns, Edgar had
out.
517 ,905 votes, or 75 percent and
Netsch's tax proposal dominated Roeser had 172, 718 votes, or 25 perthe race, leaving Phelan and Burris to cent. In Coles County, Edgar took 73
do little more than criticize her as she percent of the vote, and Roeser tool 23

percent.
"We made promises - promises that
were not made lightly, promises that
were kept," Edgar said. "The voters
will have a choice (in the general election) whether they want to continue
the change we have brought about or
return to the days of ... big government."
But Phelan said Netsch holds the
key to change in Illinois.
"We know, contrary to what Jim
Edgar says, that this state needs real
change, not the kind of change that
Jim Edgar has brought to this state.
And I know Dawn Clark Netsch can
do it," Phelan said.
In the lieutenant governor's race,
Sen. Penny Severns, D-Decatur, beat
Palatine businesswoman Sheila

Smith.
Severns, an eight-year
eran who was also critical of
tax plan, said Democrats sh
and look ahead.
"I think what's impo
everybody in Illinois, eve
every section, upstate, do
on, believes that its time to
this state moving again to
competitive edge and regain
petitive edge," she said.
Of Severns, an upbeat N
"I think it will be just fine."
With 98 percent of pr ·
ing in unofficial returns,
399,658 votes, or 46 perc
had 356,787 votes, or 41
Harper had 112,825 voters,
cent.

•From Page 1

face financial problems that it will
need to address in the future, Weir
said. He said the board will discuss
placing a tax increase on another

""From Page 1

Champaign _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _
Champaign's suggestions
concerning the city's bar situnderage drinking in the uation, but he a l so said
city, including raising the Champaign is trying to do
bar-entry age or cracking some impossible things
down on bars serving under- through their recommendaage patrons.
tions.
Citing concern that underAmong the recommendaage people would drive from tions
made
by
the
Champaign to Charleston to Champaign liquor advisory
rtr~if
raised commission are:
Irj
1
Iv.rt:hampaign
1!~
ns
ar-en"ry age, the
• 19- and 20-year-olds can
Charleston City Council still enter an establishment
voted "to have tlie Charleston serving alcohol.
liquor task force consider an
• All servers of alcohol
entry-age increase.
and door personnel who
However, liquor task force check identification cards
members have said that must be licensed by the City
Champaign's actions no of Champaign as defined by
longer
figure
into the class of liquor license
Charleston's decision.
held. Establishments holding
Charleston Mayor Dan banquet functions must
Cougill agreed with some of license only its bartenders.

•From Page 1

I

a.)

When the majority of gross
Anyone violating the servsales are other than alcohol, er's license rules would be
t hen a licensed server must subject to a $100 for a first
be on the premises all hours offense. Second offenses
during the sale of alcohol.
would r esult in a $250 fine, a
• The consumption of alco- third would be $500 or a
hol by a licensed server on three day license suspension
duty is prohibited. Violators and a fourth could result in a
will be subject to $250 fine 30-day license suspension.
for a first offense and a $250
The first offense for a purfine and loss of license for chase, transfer, possession or
delivery of alcohol to a minor
the second offense.
• Two forms of ID will be would be $250. The second
required to enter a bar, a offense is $500 and the third
photo ID and an ID showing is $1,000.
date of birth.
Also included in the rec• A required stamp for bar ommendations is a $500 fine
patrons over 21-year-old for a motel, employee and/or
after 8 p.m.
person renting a room of the
The commission also pro- motel with the knowledge
posed recommended punish- that the room will be used
ment for all violators of the for the consumption of alcohol by a person under 21. A
new alcohol ordinances.

$500 fine will also
under the same
stances if undera
ing is known in a p •
idence.
Fifty percent of
generated through
will be used for
awareness progr
Champaign Puhl
School.
Other suggesti
by the commissi
police walk-throu
bars.
Even though t
advisory commissi
its recommendati
Champaign City
not required to foll
Riley said the c
vote on the issue
in early April.
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a
lrien<l and receive S2.00 off each meal

Ho t Buffet
Salad Bar
$450
11-2 p.m. All You Can Eat
Large Selection
Beer Special s
20 oz. Bud Light
Miller Lighf

Lunch
BLT $JZN
Mucho Nacho $2"'
Dinner
. Chef Salad $2 75
R1beye Steak Sand. $395
Try our new Draft Rootbeer
21 to enter alter 8 :30pm

Tl1e Dail)'" Eastern Xe-,1·s
The Dally Eastorn News Is ~ cbly, Monday 1hrough Friday, in Charleston, llbnoos. during la• ~net
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exclusive use of all arliclee appeanng In this paper. The edrtorials on Page 4 l'llj)(8Mlnt lhe maionty opin·
Ion of Ille editonal board. a• other opiM>n piece& are signed The Dady Easlem News edrtonal and bual·
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at Char141ston, IL 61920. ISSN 0694-1599
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~~ addrMS changee to The Daily Eastern N<l'WS, Room 127 8uzzatd Building.
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Verge ed11or ••••••.•..•...••••••••••••••••. Stave Lysaker"

Assoc. Verge editor ·········-••• ····-····Rich Bird

Advertis.ng mgr·---···--··· -··········Mike Norder
Sales mgr. • ..
Randy Liss
Promotions mgr. ·-·········-··· .ChnsbOl8 Wehde
Ad Design
Karen W•

mgr.·-····-·····-····-· ·-···

Student bus. mgr •.•.·-·····-····De~ Pamim
Business mgr ···-·--·········· .Gtann Robinson
Editorial advi&er -···-·--·-··· John Ryan
Photography adviser -Bnan Poulter
PubllCBllOns adviser - - - - .David Reed
Technology adlnser
Burru1
Press supannsor

·-···--··-··--·Kann

-··-··-····-····.Johnny
Bough
. 0..-dodai-ld

NIGHT STAFF
Night chief •• •••••
..... •••••• Cassie Simpson
Night editor
••••• •
• .Stephanie Carroll
Night editor ••.•••••.• • • ..••••• • •••. .Jell Glade
Photo editor ..... .......... ............. Ean Eskra
Asst. night editor ...................... Brian Harris

Asst night editor•.,_ - ·-··- • Brian Huchal •
Asst. night editor .............._ .•••.Chrissy Moc:h
Asst. night edilOr......... ........... •... Dan Oah Q
Copy desk .... ....................Chns Svndh&lm,
Elliott Peppers, Chris Seper

• Winner of National Emmy in
her reporting of the democratic
uprising in Romania.
• Winner of Local Emmy for
coverage of tlze 1985 hijacking
igltt #847 in Beirut.
• Fonner Co-host of NBC's To
Program.
• Correspondent on the newsma
program Street Stories, anc
Ed Bradley.
A dmission:
$3.00 witlt EIU Student l.D.
$6.00 General Admission
Tickets on sale at the Union
March 7-14
9:00 am - 4:00 pm
For more information
Call (217)581-5122
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•
surprises

al, state candidates breeze
ough the priillary elections
primary marked by a
ter turnout and a
contested races, winlocal races came as
rise.
bent U.S. CongressGlenn Poshard re2,727 votes in Coles
in his uncontested
run. His challenger
November election
Brent Winters, who
ed 3,479 votes in
County in an challeprimary race.
mbent State Rep.
Weaver, R-Ashmore,
in an uncontested
for his 106 district
In Coles County, he
ed 4,294 votes. His
ger in the November
on will be David
nter, who got 2,127
in Coles County. He
o unopposed.
te Senator Harry
• Woodyard received
votes in Coles County.
l square off against
es Mattis, who re2,048 votes. He will
uncontested
in
ber. Both were unoptewide totals were not
ble early Wednesday
g.
Coles County races,
the sheriff's race will
ntested in November.
blican incumbent Jim
all received 4,332
Democrat Ronald D.
received 2,357 votes.
other uncontested
County races:
County Clerk: Repub-

Voter turnout less
than '90 election
By DAVID M. PUTNEY
City editor

Despite a controversial
tax-increase referendum on
local ballots, voter turnout
Tuesday was lower than in
a similar primary election
in 1990.
"I was disappointed to
only see a 29 percent voter
During the last election,
turnout," Coles County
turnout
at on-campus
Clerk Betty Coffrin said.
precincts
was
5.4 percent.
She said voter totals
said
Monday she
Coffrin
were less than the average
expected
a
turnout
of about
33 percent from in the
33
percent.
past.
Voter turnout was better
Of the 29,287 registered
among
Republican voters
voters in Coles County,
than
Democrats.
Overall,
8,606 went to the polls
4,891
Republicans
cast balWednesday. That's a
representing
a
turnout
lots,
turnout of 29 percent,
of
16.7
percent.
Democrats
lower than the 33 percent
turnout in 1990 and the 31 cast 3,212 ballots, representing a turnout of about
percent turnout in 1986.
Coffrin was unable to 11 percent.
In addition, 503 non-parprovide voter turnout
tis
an ballots were cast,
reports for the three onaccounting
for 1.79 percent
campus precincts Tuesday
of
the
turnout.
All three
night, which typically have
ballots
listed
a
propertylower turnout than other
tax-increase referendum
precincts.
for
Charleston schools that
However, early returns
asked
for hike of 97 cents
of mostly the on-campus
per
$100
of assessed valuaprecincts showed a voter
tion.
turnout of about 14.9 perThe rest of the turnout
cent.
consisted of blank ballots.

PRIMARY

lican incumbent Betty Coffrin received 4,398 votes.
• County treasurer: Republican Bill Grimes received 4,199 votes.

• Regional superintendent of school s: Democrat
John McNary received 2,222
votes.

Hofeld to square off
CAGO (AP) - DuPage County State's
ey Jim Ryan easily picked up the
lican nomination for attorney general
esday's primary, while Al Hofeld won
mocratic nomination in his second shot
lie office.
other r aces, Patrick Quinn won the
atic nomination for secretary of state
ay, and Nancy Drew Sheahan won the
atic nomination for Treasurer.
. Earlean Collins of Chicago held a very
lead over Kane County Coroner Mary
Kearns for the Democr atic state
troller nomination Tuesday.
ith 98 percent of precincts reporting
cial returns, Ryan had 469,038 votes or
percent, and Jeff Ladd had 175,271 votes
7 percent.
e chief issue is crime," Ryan said. "The
can do much more to fight violent crime
drugs and develop a real statewide plan."
ith 98 percent of precincts reporting
fficial returns in the Democratic race,
Id had558,954 votes or 58 percent, and
Oberman had 408,956 votes or 42 perHofeld-Oberman clash was one of the
traces of the primary season.
said he couldn't compete against
•overwhelming paid TV campaign."
even close," he said.
ealthy attorney, entered politics
ago with a run for U.S. Senate,
e recognition statewide in a
ced with his own money.
t he Republican nominee for
in 1990 but lost to Burris.
head of Metra, the Chicagorail system. Chicago lawyer

Themis Anagnost, 80, also was a Republican
candidate.
In the secretary of state race, Quinn's victory earns him a fall showdown against
Republican incumbent George Ryan.
"We don't have a lot of money but we have
a lot of shoe leather," said Quinn, the state
treasurer.
With 98 percent of precincts reporting
unofficial returns, Quinn had 627 ,084 votes
or 71 percent, state Sen. Denny Jacobs had
138,387 or 16 percent, and Rose-Marie Love
had 122,884 or 14 percent.
Sheehan,
commissioner
of
the
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of
Greater Chicago, defeated LaRouche
supporter Thomas Beaudette of Chicago to
capture the Democratic nomination for
Illinois treasurer.
With 98 percent of precincts reporting in
unofficial returns, Sheehan had 692,999 votes
or 84 percent and Beaudette had 134,224
votes or 16 percent.
Sheehan will challenge state Sen. Judy
Baar Topinka, R-Riverside, who was unopposed in the Republican primary.
The state comptroller's race remained
without a clear winner late Tuesday night,
with 98 percent of precincts reporting in
unofficial returns, Collins had 307,551 votes
or 36 percent, Kearns had 306,583 or 35 percent, former LaGrange Township Assessor
Edward Schumann had 159,288 or 18 percent, and Mark Bender had 91,920 or 11 percent.
The winner will face Loleta Didrickson,
who was unopposed in the Republican primary. Incumbent Dawn Clark Netsch won the
Democratic nomination for governor.

EAN ESKRA/ Assoc. photo editor

Shiny bands
Senior Kevin Whelan, a business management mqjor; perchases class rings for an early graduation present at a
Her:ff-Jones counter in the Marlin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

Rostenkowski, Crane
survive tough battles
CHICAGO (AP) - U.S.
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski survived the toughest political
fight of his life Tuesday in a
Democratic primary that
pitted his clout against challengers who painted him as
corrupt and out of touch.
North of Chicago, 25-year
Rep. Phil Crane, a former
presidential hopeful, fought
off a serious challenge from
state Sen. Peter Fitzgerald,
a former ally who once
interned in Crane's office
and spent $600,000 of his
own money in the campaign.
In one of several tight
races downstate, Ray
LaHood won the Republican
nomination in central
Illinois' 18th Congressional
District to succeed his boss,
retiring House Minority
Leader Bob Michel. Peoria
attorney
G.
Douglas
Stephens
won
the
Democratic primary.
The race to succeed retiring
Rep.
George
Sangmeister in the llth
District south of Chicago
was extremely close, as well,
in both parties.
Rostenkowski, 66, chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee and shepherd of President Clinton's
legislative agenda, was
weakened by a federal grand
jury probe into his finances
that was exploited by his
two main primary opponents in the 5th District.
A smiling and contrite
Rostenkowski acknow!edged
his critics in his victory
speech.
"My friends, I'm a public
servant who is pleased that
the voters have renewed his
contract," he said.
"The critics say that I'm
not perfect and they're

right. I've made mistakes. I
hope I've learned from them
and wi)l <!? beJ;t~r, jn, t)l~
future than 'I have in the
past," he said.
With 97 percent of
precincts reporting in unofficial returns, Rostenkowski
had 45,039 votes or 47 percent. His nearest challenger
in the Democratic primary,
state Sen. John J. Cullerton,
had 27,391 votes or 29 percent. Former Chicago alderman Dick Simpson, in his
second
race
against
Rostenkowski, had 12,325
votes or 13 percent.
Splitting the remaining
11 percent were Chicago
alderman Michael Wojcik
and John McCarthy, a follower of political extremist
Lyndon LaRouche.
In the Sth District, Crane
beat
Fitzgerald,
of
Inverness, real-estate executive Gary Skoien and
Barrington lawyer Judy
McCracken Svenson.
With 95 percent of
precincts reporting, Crane
had 19,781 votes, or 40 percent. Fitzgerald had ,16,541
votes, or 33 percent. Skoien
had 10,248 votes, or 21 percent. Svenson had 6 percent.
Crane will face Democrat
Robert Walberg in the
November general in the
heavily Republican district.
In the 18th District,
Lahood, Michel's chief of
staff, beat former state Rep.
Judy Koehler of Henry and
the Rev. Dennis Higgins, of
Jacksonville.
With 98 percent of
precincts reporting in unofficial returns, LaHood had
33,599 votes or 50 percent,
Koehler had 26,201 votes, or
39 percent and Higgins had
10 percent.

~Daily Eastern Iews History repeats itself in licensing attem

In t 6th century England,
that photographers are
Henry VIII started to regulate
and honest in providing
printers through licensing acts.
services.
Although printing was not yet a
Under the measure.
powerful social force, it became
cants would have to
a matter of kingly concern
following requirements:
under the Tudor dynasty. Herny
their
• Have earned a
was famous for trying to grab
assodate's degree in
or potential to
every means of power within
phy from an accredited
cause irrepara- tion, served as an appr
his reach and, quite naturally,
saw free expression as a threat. Chris
a professional photogr.
ble harm?"
By the late 1600s, Parliament Sundheim
two years, or served as a
let the licensing acts die, rejecttographer in the militaI)',
ing Henry's domineering legapolice force or similar o
cy. Outright government regulation of publishing
tion.
ended.
• Pass a state-administered examination.
Or did it?
• Submit a portfolio of work.
One Pennsylvania lawmaker, it would seem, has
• Have a police record free of fraud charges.
asked for a sort-of return to the primitive era of licens-To put It mildly, Scrimenti's bill is absurd. If appr
lng. He wants to form a state board to regulate photogcourts would strike it down without discussion as a
raphers.
violation of the first Amendment.
Rep. Tom Scrimenti, a Democrat from Erie, wants to
For Scrimentl to use consumer protection as a guise
create the State Board of Professional Photographers
for selectively deciding who can operate a camera is
under the auspices of the Department of State. The
truly twisted logic. It Ignores the legacy of some of hisseven-member board would have authority to deny,
tory's greatest photographers who never earned
approve, revoke, suspend and renew photographers'
degrees and makes ridiculous requirements of every
licenses.
else.
"Photographers are entrusted to capture significant
It's more llkely that this ls a thinly veiled cittempt to
moments. The memories of such happenings can be lost control troublesome photographers who might make
or spoiled by Improperly trained practitioners,"
unflattering Images of
or law-making in
Scrimentl said, explaining the bill. 'Through llcensure,
Pennsylvania.
we can establish standards of experience and skill for
The consumer-concern argument Is hollow; aside
professional photographers and better protect the
from the obvious need for scrupulous business practie&
Pennsylvania consumer."
(seen In any llne of work), it hardly follows that one
Henry had a similar brainstorm. In tiying to stem the
takes photographs poses a public hazard. Doctors,
drivers, tavern-owners and even hair-stylists are
rise of Protestantism, he formed a body known as the
Privy Council to supervise trade, the courts and publishrequired to have llcenses, but where have photograing. By 1540, the council was making arrests for the
phers demonstrated their tendency or potential to ea
printing of street ballads about political matters and
Irreparable harm?
other "sedltious" and "unfitting worddes."
These are not the musings of a single misdirected
Under Scrimenti's bill, licenses would be renewed
legislator. Similar legislation was introduced in New
every two years and could be suspended or revoked for
jersey in 1981.
a number of reasons, induding "unprofessional behavlor,
Both bills serve as a haunting reminder that some
Incompetence or conviction of fraud." The board would
lawmakers still haven't learned the lesson left by Herny
submit an annual report to the Professional Licensure
Vlll's unenviable legacy.
committees of the Pennsylvania House and Senate.
Scrimentl has built his bill around consumer protec- Chris Sundheim is news editor and a regular col
tion, saying It would offer assurances to the customer
nist for The Daily Eastern News.

"Where have
photographers
demonstrated
tendency

EDITORIALS ARE THE OPJNION
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE AUTHOR.
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Senate should
expand waiver
investigation
The awarding tuition waivers to Student
Government executives has been a sore spot
for some Student Senate members for several

years.
Senate members have complained about
Student Government's five executive officers
and the speaker of the senate each receiving
tuition waivers of $92A
-.
per each semester they
11
are in office. Senate
- - - - - - - - · members have said
they don't think it's fair that executive officers
receive tuition waivers but aren't held accountable for their actions.
Now senate members have finally taken the
initiative to evaluate the reasoning behind giving Student 'Government executives tuition
waivers. Glit'weett, the senate passed a resolution to investigate the issue.
Senate Speaker Bobby Smith, who is ironically a recipient of a tuition waiver this year,
sponsored the resolution. Smith said now may
be the right time to investigate eliminating the
waivers because the Apportionment Board,
which doles out student fee money to fund
waivers, is feeling a budget crunch.
The move is one certainly worthy of attention. But Smith and supporters of the resolution
should consider taking their investigation one
step further. Student Government is not the
only institution on campus that awards tuition
waivers.
Currently, the Student Activities Office grants
two Talented Student Awards (tuition waivers
worth $924 per semester) each year. The
University Board chairman or vice chairman,
senate members or executive officers on greek
councils are often the recipients of these
awards.
Student Publications also awards a tuition
waiver to The Daily Eastern News editor in
chief.
If Smith's rationale for investigating tuition
waivers is to save student fee money, he
should consider expanding the scope of his
investigation to examine the merits of other
tuition waivers as well.
Once Smith has the full picture of tuition
waivers in campus organizations, he and his
supporters can then decide where to go from
there.
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The method of investigation is

nothing but the expression of
the necessary mode of working
of the human mind.
ThOntas 1l~ Huxley
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Focus on entry age
allows city to ignore
real problems
Dear editor:
The bar-entry age issue has been a
disappointment for Eastern students.
The issue of underage drinking pops
up every couple of years and Is discussed intensely but without resolution. The lack of consistency by the
liquor commissioner and the city
causes confusion and resentment.
As a student and five-year
Charleston resident, I realize the
extent of underage drinking. From
this perspective, I am critical of the
handling of this Issue.
In light of recent tragic events,
students should realize the need to
drink responsibly and respect the
community of Charleston. More

Tour turn
importantly, Charleston Mayor Dan
Cougill and the liquor task force
need to realize that they are
attempting to deal with an issue
beyond their scope. Their view Is
doomed to fall.
Underage drinking has occurred In
Charleston long before this task force
decided it was a problem. Simply
raising the bar-entry age Is not going
to address the issue. Underage people will still get Into bars, and those
that don't wlll drink elsewherethat's a realization that must be met.
The real problem is not one of
underage drinking. The real problem
arises when lndMduals, underage or
not, abuse alcohol. The task force
should Instead deal with Its abuse

3CD5 DAY .S
0

and not Its mere consumption.
Alcohol needs to be demystified at
an earlier age and not on one arbitrarily decided birthday.
The liquor task force wlll not be
able to prevent underage drinking.
but it can take significant steps to
curb abuse of alcohol. Cooperation
between the police force, the community and Eastern could promote
responslblUty and education.
Consistent enforcement on any
abusers of alcohol will make compliance by the students easier.
By raising the bar-entry age,
Couglll and the Charleston Oty
Council will simply be looking past
the real problem toward a quick fix.
Dragging this issue out further will
draw attention away from lmpo
Issues such as the lack of funding
education and social Inequalities.

Mason
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reeks at odds
er new policy
the heels of an incident involving Greg McCoy, a Delta
Sigma Phi pledge who sufm's greek community fered severe caustic burns
over the policy change from lying unconscious
ced Wednesday forbid- overnight in a pile of lime
oohol at pledge-orient- after attending a fraternity
mity or sorority func- function.
In a statement released
policy, established out Tuesday, McCoy said: "This
cern for the safety of was not a hazing incident. I
, was announced in a have never been hazed."
distributed to greeks
The policy change also
k.
comes almost five months
homore Andy McDon- after a Pi Kappa Alpha pledge
an environmental biolo- who had attended a "Big
. r, is opposed to the pol- Brothers Night" event was
ge, saying it is "juve- hospitalized with a blood alcotreatment of greeks.
hol of .22, more than twice the
sing policies such as legal limit.
takes away from the
Other fraternity and sorori·bility we were given," ty members said they support
cDonough, a member of the decision and think it was
Chi fraternity. "Most needed.
is a more negative thing
Junior Kristie Kahles, a
it takes our freedom speech communications major,
I don't think underage said the change in policy was
policies should focus "absolutely necessary."
fraternities and sorori"Their making the policy
change was a good thing," said
ese policies will only Kahles, vice president of
more problems," he Alpha Sigma Alpha. "They are
simply protecting the greek
· r Jason Steinke, a psy- organizations themselves.
major and president of
"We have to have trust in
Sigma Phi fraternity, our administration," she said.
e policy could threaten "It took a lot of courage for
of greek activity.
them make a policy change
(the Office of Student such as they did. They are just
·es) are trying to take looking out for us."
eh fun away from the
Sophomore Dottie Mcities," Steinke said. Kenna, an industrial technolted, incidents like the ogy major and a member of
t accidents do happen, Alpha Gamma Delta, said: "I
they continue this, then don't think it will affect us
reduce the greek activi- that much. Especially for
Eastem."
sororities, because we really
policy change comes on don't have pledge parties.

uncil considers
w traffic light
· g traffic lights at
trance to Sarah Bush
In Health Center
require a drop in the
limit and could cause
accidents, a state offild the City Council
y.

its meeting, the council
ed whether to install
t to provide better trafafety and make left
easier for east-bound
ances.
"chard Gross of the
ois Department of
sportation told the
cil that traffic lights
g state highways can
e more accidents, but

the accidents are usually
less severe than high-speed
wrecks.
Gross said the state requires a maximum speed
limit of 45 mph when traffic
lights are installed on a
state highway.
Commissioner Greg Stewart said emergency vehicles
have been known to wait
three minutes to turn across
traffic into the hospital
entrance.
"With the lights, an ambulance would wait 50 seconds
maximum," Gross said.
With the hospital's expansion, officials estimate a 40
percent increase of visits
using the entrance is estimated, said Dennis Riker, a
hospital spokesman.

Tonight:
Free Show
They're Back!

CRABDADDY
from Athens, GA.

$1 Pints
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Lowenbrau Dark

ELISSA BROADHURST/Staff photographer

Stephen Steinberg, a candidatefor the dean of College of
Arts and HumanitiEs position, speaks to faculty members during an interview session Tuesday. Steinberg is
one offour candidates vying for the position.

Interaction a top
priority with dean
By ADAM McBUGH

his educational background
to foster interaction between administrators and
Focusing on interaction faculty.
between faculty and stuThe Dean of the College
dents while maintaining a of Arts and Humanities
department's administra- serves as the principal acative functions is the objec- demic and administrative
tive of Stephen Steinberg, a officer of the college and
candidate for the Dean of will report directly to
the College of Arts and Barbara Hill, provost and
Sciences position.
vice president for academic
Steinberg, who is the affairs.
third of four candidates to
Steinberg said he would
interview for the position, like to take a "hands-on"
was on campus Tuesday for role with respect to teaching
interviews. He currently and research within the colserves as assistant to the lege. He would use his
president at the University strong teaching background
of Pennsylvania in Phila- to make the school welldelphia.
rounded.
"I would like to have a
"I would like to develop
sense of shared stake-hold- an entity that becomes
ing between administration, known within the college
faculty and students," and then outside the colSteinberg said.
lege," Steinberg said.
His experience as a liaiAmong the dean's duties
son between the Faculty are budget decisions, which
Senate and President's Steinberg said he underCouncil at Penn would stands.
allow him to carry out a
"Part of the responsibility
healthy relationship be- of this job is to make sure
tween levels of departments mechanical operation is
and the university, Stein- there. But numbers do not
berg said.
always provide answers,
Steinberg, who holds and I would make sure
degrees in journalism and those numbers don't get out
philosophy, said he will use of hand," he added.
Staff editor

closer to budget reduction goal
th only five budget requests left to

·der, the Apportionment Board is
to meeting its goal of cutting
,OOO from the 1994-95 budget
ts.
ay night the AB cut an additional
,867 from the 1994-95 budget
, pushing the total cuts to a little
00,000.
AB cut the entire UB Homecoming
of $10,500 but will allocate the
Muest from the AB's student
efund.

"Since homecoming is a one time deal,
it's not a big deal if we take the money
from the reserve," said AB member Gary
Owen.
AB Chairman Blake Wood said many of
the homecoming activities will center
around Charleston's Centennial Celebration - a one-time event that AB will
not have to consider funding next year.
The AB also cut more than $29,650
from UB Lectures Committee's budget
request. Included in the cuts was a
$14,000 request lectures had scheduled to
fund a women's awareness speaker for
March.
Owen suggested the lectures commit,.

tee request additional allocations in the
fall in order to fund a March speaker, but
his motion brought complaints from
several members.
"It seems to me that it is an additional
hoop you are asking lectures to go
through," said AB representative Gail
Mason.
The AB is facing budget requests totaling about $425,000. Based on this year's
student enrollment figures and a $14.50
per semester student activity fee, the AB
has $314,000 available for next year's
budget.
Wood said all cuts are tentative until
the AB reviews all final budgets.
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Alcohol task force to vote

on bar-entry age today
Cougill said he plans to
The Charleston alcohol task
bring
the issue before the
force will vote Wednesday on a
council
at its April 5 meeting.
recommendation concerning
"We won't address the issue
whether the bar-entry age
should be raised to 21 or kept while the students are on
break," he said.
at 19.
Arrangements are being
The task force will meet at
4:30 p.m. in the Scharer Room made to hold the City Council
of the Martin Luther King Jr. meeting somewhere on campus, Cougill said.
University Union.
The task force's meeting will
The task force's decision on
the issue will be forwarded by conclude its investigation into
Mayor Dan Cougill to the City the bar-entry age. The task
Council, which will make a force heard testimony from
Eastern
students
and
final decision.

Charleston citizens at three

public forums in February and
March.
One of the concerns voiced
at the public forums was the
possibility of an increase in
house parties and violence if
the age was raised because of a
lack of bar alternatives.
Supporters of raising the
entry age cited minors' easy
access to alcohol in the bars as
reason to change the age to 21.

- Staff report

Senate drafting under fire
By ADAM McHUGH
Staff editor

Several components involved in drafting and
implementing strategic plans at Eastern came
under fire Tuesday by Faculty Senate members following a presentation outlining the university's goals for 2000.
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to Eastern
President David Jorns, presented the senate
with an outline of the steps different university
groups must take to reach the goals contained
in Jorns' Strategic Plan.
However, some senate members voiced concerns regarding the unit's vision statement,
which Nilsen called a "descriptive picture" of
each department in 2000.
"It's an opportunity to dream, to think
ahead, to be pro-active," Nilsen said.
The statement includes "hot" language,
which is inspirational, motivational, or exciting
words used to convey the department's outlook.
Senate member Gary Aylesworth said he
doubts whether Eastern faculty and staff will
respond to the ui-iot" language.
~o you really think that academic professionals need a pep talk?" Aylesworth asked. "It
seems a little odd to suggest we need an emotional shot in the arm to do this."
In other matters Tuesday, the Faculty
Senate discussed the possibility of altering the
university's mission statement to add the
words ''research, creative activity and service"
to describe the role of faculty.
Shirley Stewart, a representative from the

Staff Senate, said the Staff Senate voted to
keep the mission statement as it currently
reads, until an annual, campus-wide review of
the statement can be conducted. Stewart
added the Staff Senate did not object to the
language change, but rather the timing
involved.
The issue of whether to change the language
of the mission statement appears as a referendum on the faculty spring election ballot.
Several Faculty Senate members said they
are concerned the current language in the mission statement does not accurately reflect what
faculty do, and that a change must be made as
soon as possible.
"Given the posture of the Illinois Board of
Higher Education, the longer we go without
changing the mission statement, the harder it
will be to justify that change," senate member
Gary Foster said.
Also on Tuesday, the Faculty Senate identified a list of concerns it will ask IBHE
Chairman Arthur Quern to address when he
visits the senate March 29.
Much of the discussion will revolve around
the IBHE's Priorities, Quality and Productivity
initiative. Some specific issues will include the
recommended elimination of state funding for
intercollegiate athletics, lack of support for
research and the awarding of bonuses for compliance with PQP.
Another topic the senate is expected to ask
Quern to address is the lack of funding for
Booth Library's collection of books and scientific journals.

SPRING BREAK N
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105 W. Lincoln
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Senate to examine waivers
Appointments to a committee investigating the possible
elimination of Student
Government tuition waiver s
will be announced at tonight's
Student Senate meeting.
Last week, the senate
passed a resolution to establish a committee to investigate
the pros and cons of whether
Student Government members should receive tuition
waivers.
Currently, the five Student

When your
money's
running out,
and the rent
is coming due ...
Sell your stuff
in The News'
Classifieds!

THEY

WILL
WORK

FOR
YOU!!

Government executive officers Task Force meeting. The task
and the speaker of the senate force will make a recommenare each given tuition waivers dation at the meeting whether
Charleston's bar-entry age
worth $924 per semester.
Senate Speaker Bobby should be raised from 19 to 21.
Smith said he expects the The Charleston City Council
tuition-waiver committee to will likely vote on the issue at
meet Thursday and also once its April 5 meeting.
The senate will meet at 7
after spring break to discuss
p.m.
tonight
in
the
the tuition-waiver issue.
In other business, Smith Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
said the senate will probably Martin Luther King Jr.
discuss the results of University Union.
- Staff report
Wednesday afternoon's Liquor
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tudents
ppear

court
ix of the seven students
sed of altering drivers'
ses in a residence hall
in court Monday, but
one brought a lawyer.
a result, Judge Ashton
er ordered all but one to
n next week with legal
I or request for a public
der.
tthew T. Cismoski, 19, of
Lawn was ordered to
before Waller on April
a preliminary hearing, at
the judge will decide if
have sufficient evidence
ld a trial. The other six
ordered to return March
seven were making their
tial appearances before

ler. They could be sento up to three years in

if found guilty.
atrick C. Farrell, 18, of
Lawn, one of four people
ed with misdemeanors
ming from an alleged
ID in Carman Hall,
ded guilty and received
supervision. The senmeans Farrell will have
· al record if he abides
e terms of the supervi-

ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Staff photographer

Vine grime
Physical Plant worker Kevin Warren clears dead trumpet vines from the sides of Old Main Monday afternoon.

Women and religion focus of panel
By BRETT McMAHON
Staff writer

''

Panelists include three local women
who are ordained and one lay woman.
Anne Jones, Joy Schlesselman, and
Susan Thompson will discuss the role of
women as ministers, and Charmaine
Ownes, will offer the other perspective
as a lay woman.
Hogg said she plans to explore the
background of these women during the
discussion, and exactly what role religion plays in each of their lives.
She said "there are some very spiritual women who never get the chance to
show how they feel, and this panel will
hopefully allow these women to speak
freely about their feelings.
"I think this panel is important to
Women's History Month because it is a
unique opportunity for those who get
involved in women's issues," she added.

The spirituality of women in today's
... this panel will hopesociety will be the focus of a panel disfully allow these women to
cussion at 7:30 p.m. today in the
speak
freely about their
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
feelings,"
Mary Hogg of the English
-Mary Hogg
Department will present "The Feminine
English Department
in Religion," which is being offered as
part of Women's History and Awareness
Month at Eastern.
Hogg said she plans to address sever- tual feelings and beliefs."
omas McNeela, 19, of al issues in the panel discussion, includ"There is no set agenda for the discusood; Peter M. Meany, ing the role women play in religion sion, just anything the women wish to
of Monee; Timothy C. today and the spiritual feelings they discuss," she added.
, 18, of Chicago; Brian have.
While this is Hogg's first time as modn, 18, of Chicago; and
Hogg said she thinks the panel is "a erator of the panel, the program has
H. Veugeler, 18, of Alsip good way for women to show their spiri- been offered for three years.
return March 28.
trick C. Bickett, 19, of
green was charged but
not yet been arrested. He
apparently left the camOzier, who sat on the and Productivity Initiative,
and returned to the Editor's note: This is another
Faculty Senate from 1984 to distance learning and "unity
a
series
of
articles
profiling
in
o area.
10 candUlates running in the 1987 and served as chairwom- with diversity."
orities said the arrests,
"I want to be a part of the
Faculty
Senate elections this an in 1985, said if elected "I
ced last week, were the
faculty as we move toward the
plan
to
solicit
input
from
a
week.
t of a three-month crimibroad contingency and try to 21st century and the implevestigation.
By CHRISSY MOCH
be the voice for as many peo- mentation of our strategic
e seven were allegedly Staff writer
planning," she said.
ple as I can represent."
ufacturing fake IDs and
Ozier, a professor of home
Some of the issues Ozier
them for $5.
Citing experience as a qual- said she would like to address economics, has worked at
ce were tipped off after ification, Faculty Senate canEastern for 24 years and is a
astern student who was didate Jayne Ozier said she include strategic planning member of the Council on
and
implementation,
the
d for drunken driving believes she can represent the
Illinois Board of Higher University Planning and
nted a driver's license faculty as a whole, if elected.
Education's Priorities, Quality Budget. As part of her
bad been altered.

Ozier plans to stress strategic planning
responsibilities on the CUPB,
she has been involved in
strategic planning and the
revision of the university's
mission and vision statements. She also sits on the
North Central Accreditation
Association's Subcommittee
for Mission and Institutional
Planning.
In addition, she serves on
the Child Care Task Force
and the Women's Studies
Council.
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errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
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All clas11ificd advertising
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deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ad11 processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's new:spaper. Ad11 cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Clas. ified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
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The Daily Eastern News
as:sumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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GET MONEY FAST... ELEC·
TAONICALLY FILE YOUR
TAXES AT TOKENS AND
MAILBOXES
_ _ _ _ca318,10,14,16,18
ACS/RELATIONSHIP COM·
PATIBILITY
SERVICE:
Confidential, economical opportunity to make new friends, find
compatlble dating partners.
348-1958
_ _ _ _ _ _ca3111, 16,17

EDUCATION MAJORS to
nanny for six children in
Effingham. Three summer positions available: 1 full-time (M·
F), 2 part-time (weekends).
Only senous need apply. Send
resume and references to 38 N
Lakewood Dr.. Effingham, II
62401. Any questions Call Jill
347-5368 leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3128
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn
up to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Summer & FullTime employment available. No
exp necessary. For info. call 1206-634-0468 ext. C5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3118
AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. EARN BIG $$$+TRAVEL
THE
WORLD
FREEi
(CARIBBEAN, EUROPE, ETC)
SUMMER/PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE. GUARANTEED SUCCESS! CALL (919)
929-4398 ext C210.

---------~6
CAMP
COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, waterskiing, gymnastics, riflery,
archery, tennis, golf, sports,
computers, camping, crafts,
dramatics, OR riding. Also
kitchen, office, maintenance.
Salary $1150 or more plus
R&B. Camp LWC/GWC, 1765
Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708446-2444.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4118

_

ALASKA FISHERIES SUM· 3 FEMALES TO OCCUPY 3
MEA EMPLOYMENT. EARN
BEDROOMS IN A 5 BEDUP TO $15,000 THIS SUMROOM APARTMENT. NEWLY
MER IN CANNERIES, PAO· REDECORATED,
FUR·
CESSORS,
ETC. NISHED, LOW UTILITIES,
MALE/FEMALE. NO EXPER. LAUNDRY. AVAILABLE FALL
N E C E S S A R Y . AND SPRING. PHONE LEIGH
ROOM/BOARD/TRAVEL 345·5523
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _418
OFTEN PROVIDED! GUARANTEED SUCCESS! (919) 929·
4398 ext A210.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
EXTERIOR PAINTERS: $11·
AOOMMATE NEEDED FOR
17.00/hr. Experienced Student
'94
AND/OR
painters needed. Positions SUMMER
FALL/SPRING 94-95. VERY
available: Northern, Western
and Southern Chicagoland CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL
Suburbs this summer. Full or 348-8242. ASK FOR LOLA OR
KARA
Part time Call Peter Pullman
America's College Painters
---------'3116
FEMALE
SUBLESSOA
1(800)626-6267
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3130
NEEDED FOR FALL/SPRING
'94-95. 2 BEDROOM FUR·
Wal-Mart Super Center will
NISHED HOUSE ON 2ND ST
need temporary help for 5
weeks Tues. and Thurs. from 1- NON-SMOKER PREFERRED.
5 pm. Apply in person at the CALL 581-2635 OR 581-2204
_ _ _ _3118
Mattoon Wal-Mart at 301
1
OR
2
SUBLESSORS
NEED·
Richmond.
_ _ _ _ _.3116
ED FOR 3 BEDROOM APT. $$
TRAVEL ABROAD AND NEGOTIABLE. SUMMER, 1\2
WORK: Make up to $2,000· BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
$4,000+/mo. teaching basic CALL (618) 532-9105.
_ _ _ _ _ _ ___:3116
conversational English m
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No GRADUATING • NEED SUBLESSOR FOR SUMMER teaching background or Asian
languages required. For infor- CLOSE TO CAMPUS. ONE
348-8082
mation call: (206) 632-1146 BEDROOM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _____;3118
ext.J5738
_ _ _.ca3114-18,28-30,4/1-8
SALES: CAMPUS LIVE WIRE
PoaBBYr
ENTREPRENEUR TO MAR·
KET INEXPENSIVE MUCH
BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED
NEEDED PERSONAL SECUHOUSE FOR 8 GIRLS
RITY DEVICES. EARN EASY
INCLUDING WASHER AND
EXTRA BIG $$$'s 800·796DAYER AND LARGE LAWN.
5999
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3118
1508 • 1ST ST, 2 BLOCKS N.
OF O'BRIEN FIELD. AUG 1JUNE 1 LEASE. $175.00 PER
PERSON MONTHLY - CALL
345-2113 EADS REALTY FOR
PLACE
A
10
WORD JAN OR CHARLOTTE.
RIDES/RIDE RS AD FOR
---------~6
ONLY $1. AND WE'LL RUN IT LARGE
1 BO. APARTMENT.
FOR 5 DAYS WITHOUT ANY NEW AND UNFURNISHED,
CHANGES OR CANCELLA12 MO . LEASE, $350. 345·
TIONS.
6621
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _HA-00

--------~6

ACROSS
1 Eye site
7 Freshens up

Classified Ad Form
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Ad to read:

31 Showy moths

37Take in
38 Nursery-rhyme
queen's fare
41 Thespian's
quest
4Z Work unit
'3 Shangri-las
44Timetable
divisions
45 Earth and
moon, e.g.
47 Letter from
Greece
41 Message from
the Titanic
49 Satchel binder
NWilllng

baby
14Canceled
15P.O.W.'s
t• Partied hearty
11 Fossillike
tl "Liftoff"
preceder
t• Early Beatie
Sutcliffe
11 Phone button
22 Bottom line
25 Suffix with
depend or
descend
274.0, e.g .
s1 "-Lazy
30 "Heyl Jealous
River"
Lover" singer
n •--minute•
33Goofs
to Twain and
others
34 Italian epic poet

UnderClasslhcabon of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _C.ompos1tor _ _ __ _

mount due:S _ _ _ __

no. words/days

Payment

O Cash

O Check

O Credit

Check number

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
conStdered libelous or in bad taste.

GREEK WEEK ELECTIONS candidate meeting wlU
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Oakland Room of the Martin Lutt8
University Union.
GREEK WEEK PHILANTHROPY committee meeting
tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Walkway of the Martin Luther
University Union.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting I
5:30 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin
King Jr. University Union.
BLACK GREE COUNCIL will Special Events Committee M
tonight at 6 p.m. in the Walkway of the Martin Luther King
University Union.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL All-Fraternfty/Sorority Photo will
tonight al 6:30 p.m. in the second floor of the Martin Luther King
University Union.
MORTAR BOARD MEETING will be tonight at 8 p.m. In t
Kansas Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
IAEA/NAEA MEETING will be tonight at 5:30 p.m. in AOOll
302B of the Fine Arts Building.
PINK PANTHERS INFORMATIONAL meeting will be tonight
8:30 p.m. in the Auditorium of Coleman Hall.
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS REGULAR meeting will be ton
at 6;30 p.m. In Room 232 of Coleman Hall.
NEWMAN CENTER BIBLE Study will be tonight at 6 p.m. in Room
109A of Coleman Hall.
NEWMAN CENTER MASS will be tonight at 9 p.m. in the Newman
Center.
JIFC MEETING WILL be tonight at 6 p.m. in the Effingham Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
THE AGENCY WEEKLY meeting will be tonight at 4:15 p.m. in lhl
Mac Lab of the Buzzard Building.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY will meet tonight at 6 p.m.
Room 415 of the Science Building.
KAPPA OMICRON NU will have a Spring Banquet tonight al
p.m. 1n Room, 110 of Kiehm Hall.
STUDENT ACTION TEAM will have a weekly meeting tonight al
p.m. in the Paris Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. Univer
Union.
PSI CHI MEETING will be tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Psycho
Lounge.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS CO-Ree Volleyball-Entry deadline
today form 1-11 p.m. at the Lobby of the Student Recreat
Center.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE
ONLY for any non-profit campus orgamzat1onal event. All
should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by
ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example:
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Ca
Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Fn
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEAD
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any
that is illegible or contains confllctlng information WILL NOT
RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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Cloys with
adoration
M Twilight time
e7Voucher
M Supplies with
new hands
ulroquoian
people

DOWN
1 Computer

salesman of
renown
I Maine college
town
I Musical
direction
4 Question
1 Plumber's joint
•Tote board stat
7 Apply lightly
• - - facto
eNotunder
10 Bundle
11 1977 Streisand
hit
11Abbr. ina
military name
13 Compass dir.
11 Nursery-rhyme
king's den
20 Gunpowder,
e.g.
u Black numbers
14 '63 film "David
and--"
HMarched
nWlshes
nlmagein
Egyptian art

..•
Puzzle~~ K.iz

:11 Intersections
32 Tribe of Israel
33 Repeated Jim
Varney film role
34 Lifts of a sort
31 Charged at the
bench
a Some Dada
works
40 Ovid products
4tVim
41 Empath's skill
IO - - Janeiro

51 Lark
S2 Ziti or rusilli
14 Poet Bradstreet

u --Harl
seGerman
biographer
Ludwig
18 Fundamentals
IOEach

a Masthead
listings, for
Short

WEDNESDAY
P.M.
WTW0-2
WCIA·3
6:00 Inside Edition
News
Entmt. Tonight
6:30 Cops
7:00 Unsolwd Mysteries TheNamy
Tom
7:30
8 :00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00 News
News
M'A'S'H
10:30 Jrr./leno

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIFE·38

Fox-8

News
Cops

SportsCenter
NIT BasketbaD

Wings
Wings

Des91ing Women

MacN&ll, Lehrer

Ro6eanne

NBA Basketball.

Unsolved
Mysteries

Tournament

Munier She Wrote

Bulls at Celtics

Sisters

Beverly Hilla. 90210

Medicare 7, 8, or 9

55

DISC-33

WEIU-9 51

Beyond2000

Lamb Chop
Reading AainboW

Wild Sanctuaries

Llltle House

Cheers

ArttiC
8

proYll.

Movie: Evita Peron

Melto&e Plaoe

Wings

Bonanu

Beyond2000

News

Wid Sanctuanes
AltlJc

Motorweek
MoYle Sl.lldown

Grace Under Fn
Siar Trelc The Next

James Capy: Top
of the Wolld

News
Mamed •••

Wings

N911Court

Renegade

Bei1g Sel'Yld?

Movie.

Arn~

Gen8f81JOn
UnsoMld Myst.

Star Trek

Movie:

~~IFIED !Dl7EBTI~Il\fG
.___F_o_a_R_E_~'T_
EASING FOR FALL.
HUR
MANOR
MENTS TWO-BED·
FURNISHED APART·
913-917 FOURTH ST.

1.
516

~N~G-:A-=P=Ts-=-=F-=o-=R-:F=-cA L L
TO EIU. EXCELLENT
NO PETS M-F:8·5
12345-7286

516

~R~o-=0 M:-=".FU:"':".R=-cN:"':".1-=s~H ED
FOR 3 OR 4 PEOPLE
ASHER GARBAGE
AL, TRASH PICK UP
RKING PAID. CALL
7

2-00
___A_S_IN-G---=F--::0-:R---=FA L L.
0

NT RENTALS, 1 & 2
M APARTMENTS,
HED OR UNFUR·

348-n46.
516

=ro=-:-w~N
~H~o~u:-::s-=E::-S-:AND

APARTMENTS STILL
E. CALL 345-6533
~,.,...,...,.-----:-...,...,...~5/6
M (953 DIVISION)
EACH, 5 BEDROOM
H STREET) $150.00
TEN MONTH LEASE.
ED, W/D 345·5728.
.,,..__ _ _ _.3117
S 1307 4TH 3 BO.
CH 60 MADISON 4
EACH 345-6621 OR

516

.---3-B-D-RM,.-,--H_O_U-SE 3
FROM CAMPUS. NC,
IVATE BACKYARD.
FOR 3 TO 4 STU·
348·8286 AFTER
3118

~T:'."".H::-RE=:E
::-:-B::-ED"'"'R~OOM

036 2ND. CLOSE TO
2 BEDROOM APT
ISON 348-5032
4/1
~u=sE,,.--3/-:-4-:P:-:E:-:o=-=p LE
2 BEDROOM APT.
RAISON 348-5032.
TO CAMPUS.
4/1

~F"'"O::-R--=Fc:-A:-:LL-.--=3-:B~ED·

APT. AND 2 BED·
SE. FURNISHED.
KS FROM CAMPUS.
NTH LEASE. CALL
1 OR 345-2263 OR
3116
~A::".PT::cS:-.-:A..,..V:-:-A"""'tL....,.ABLE
OF AUGUST '94 ·
SE $250/MONTH •
TO CAMPUS. CALL
ii' RE/MAX PREMIERE
OR 348-1633 AFTER
3118
,.,...,,..OO_M
__F_U__R_N_IS-HED
(715 9TH) FOR 5·6
S $160/MONTH,
NT AIR, 10 MONTH
345-5728

__,I [

WOMEN ONLY-ROOMS FOR
RENT IN LARGE HOUSE.
VERY CLEAN. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. ALL SESSIONS
AVAIL. $200.00 PER MO.
INCL. UTILITIES. PAT NOVAK
(708)789-an2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131
HOUSES FOR 3,4, & 5
PEOPLE FOR RENT. 10 MO.
LEASE, WALKING DISTANCE
TO EIU CALL MARILYN AT
345-3554 AFTER 5 P.M
CA3114· 18,28-4/1
c~...,.H-A_R_L_E_s-=To N 's
BEST
VALUE, GIRLS ONLY, 2 BR.
APTS. FURNISHED. WATER &
GAR. INCLUDED IN RENT
$210.00 EA FOR 2 OR
$165.00 EA FOR 3. 348-0288
_ _ _ _ _ _ __:3116
LOOKING FOR 5 OR 6 GIRLS
FOR HOME TO BE COM·
PLETELY RENOVATED FOR
94-95 SCHOOL YEAR. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS, REASONABLE
RENT. FOR MORE INFOAMA·
TION CALL 345-3875

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3131

FoRl.lLE
MACINTOSH COMPUTER.
COMPLETE
SYSTEM
INCLUDING PRINTER ONLY
$500. CALL CHRIS AT 800·
289-5685
---,-,---------=---4112
1990 T-BIRD SUPEACOUPE,
LIKE NEW, 3.8 L SUPER·
CHARGED, ALL BLACK, ALL
POWER. $9,999 348·5057
_ _3118
SILVER
UNLACQUEAED
BESSON EUPHOUIUM, MADE
IN ENGLAND, OCTAVE KEY,
GOLDPLATED
SCHILKE
MOUTHPIECE $1500 349·
8270
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3118
MURRY TEN SPEED NEW
PARTS RED/GRAY $50.
HEATHER 581-2566
-------~3117
'93 TREK
820
ENDS,
COMPUTER,
LOCKS,
GELSEAT, TOO MUCH TO
LIST B.O. OVER $350 581·
2033
3128
HOT LUNCH DEAL AT
DOMINO'S. 10" ONE TOPPING
W/PEPSI
$4.00
WED/THUR ONLY 348-1626

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3117

LOST: SATURDAY MARCH 12
AT BLIND MELON CONCERT.
A BLACK BAND FOSSIL
WATCH WITH A DIAMOND
CUT
CRYSTAL
FACE.
GREEN & BLUE. CALL
scon OR PAT AT 345·5802
OR 581-3514
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3117

Lon .t~l> Fo1~'D

J

LOST: GOLD ROPE CHAIN
WITH EAGLE, GLOBE, AND
ANCHOR PENDM~T. CASH
REWARD FOR RETURN.
FINDER PLEASE CALL 581·
5545
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
FOUND, ELEVEN CUTE PUP·
PIES AND TWO EXCELLENT
MOTHERS. FREE TO GOOD
HOMES. ONE OR ALL.
PLEASE CALL 348-0891
-------~3118
MOUNTAIN BIKE FOUND
FRIDAY 3/11 AT 1 :00 PM
NEAR OLD MAIN. PLEASE
IDENTIFY.5004
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3118

CASH
FOR
COLLEGE!
RESULTS 100% GUARAN·
TEEDI RECORDED MESSAGE GIVES DETAILS. 345·
2629,
112.
_ _EXT.
__
_ _ _ _516
SCOOTER
AND
MOTORCYCLE BATTERIES
$7.95 AND UP
FREE
TESTING
BATTERY
SPECIALISTS 1519 MADISON
345-VOLT (8658)
_ _ _ _ _ _CA3114,16
TOKEN'S ANNOUNCES NO
LIMIT CHECK CASHING
UNTIL SPRING BREAK.
_ _ _ _ _CA3114,16, 18
GET MONEY WITH PLASTIC
AT TOKEN'S. NO CASH
ADVANCE CHARGE NO PIN.
TOKEN'S UNIVERSITY VILLAGE NO LIMIT CHECK
CASHING.
_ _ _ _ _ _CA3115,17
PINK PANTHER TAYOUTS
INFORMATIONAL MEETING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16
8:30
PM
COLEMAN
AUDITORIUM
_3116
PRE-LAW SOCIETY IS SPON·
SORING
TWO
GUEST
SPEAKERS: THE NATURE OF
THE LEGAL PROFESSION
WED.MARCH16,7PM,CH
219 ALL ARE WELCOME!
_ _ _ _3116
UB LECTURES PRESENTS:
DEBORAH NORVILLE FOR
WOMEN'S
AWARENESS
MONTH. MONDAY MARCH
28 AT 8:00 P.M .. MCAFEE
GYM. TICKETS ON SALE AT
UNION TICKET OFFICE OR
ATTHE DOOR.
3118
THE MEN OF DELTA CHI
WOULD LIKE TO WISH
EVERYONE A FUN, AND
SAFE SPRING BREAK.
3116
DO L_U__N_C_H_W
__
IT_H_DO_M_INO"S!
1O" ONE TOPPING W/PEPSI
$4.00. WED/THUR ONLY. 348·
1626
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17

Hobbes
Ilt\

~ mcnc~\. ~. ~.

I ~T 'Nfl51£ 1\Mt 1J~lt\~lNG

~T \\'tPO"l\\rnC,._\. S\Tu~T\OOS.
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Il

ATTENTION ALL GIRLSll
PINK PANTHER TRYOUTS
INFORMATIONAL MEETING
TONIGHT AT 8:30 PM IN
COLEMAN AUDITORIUM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/16
ANGELA
AND RYS
CONGRATULATIONS
ON
YOUR NEW POSITION AS
PRESIDENT. WE KNOW
YOU'LL DO A GREAT JOB
PHI SIG
LOVE YOUR
SISTERS
3116
B_E_C_K_Y_M_A_A_K_E_A_T_·_T_H_A.NKS
FOR ALL THE DEDICATION
YOU GAVE AS PRESIDENT.
PHI
SIG
LOVE YOUR
SISTERS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3116
RHO CHI'S PLEASE MEET IN
THE GSA AT 6:00 TONIGHT
ALSO, THERE WILL BE A
BRIEF MEETING AT 9:45 IN
THE KANSAS ROOM. YOU
GUYS ARE THE BESTI
THANKS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3116
ATTENTION ALL NEW INITI·
ATES AND RUSH CHAIRS:
ANATOMY OF RUSH IS
TONIGHT AT 7:30 IN THE
GBR. PLEASE BE THERE.
THANKS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/16

..l~~oncEME~'llJ

WEDNES

DAY
MARCH l6, 19'M

'DIE DlDI Eunm' ~

Il

DELTA CHIS. GRAB YOUR
DATES. ST.PATS FUNCTION
TONIGHT AT TEDS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3116
LORI SLOAN OF AST: YOU
WILL BE AN OUTSTANDING
RUSH
DIRECTOR!
CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR AWARD!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _3116
LISA AND AMIEE OF AST:
YOU BOTH DID A GREAT JOB
WITH PARENTS WEEKEND.
EVERYONE HAD A GREAT
TIME AT STIXI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3116
AMY REDSHAW OF AS~
CONGRATULATIONS
ON
GETTING THE OUTSTANDING FRESHMAN AWARD.
YOUR SISTERS ARE VERY
HAPPY FOR YOU.
----3116
JENNY SAUNDERS OF AST:
CONGRATULATIONS
ON
BEING THE MOST ACTIVE
ALPHA EPSILON. WE CAN'T
WAIT FOR OUR NEW WALL·
PAPERI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3116
REAL MEN DON'T PROTEST!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3116

9

~\~ot~fEME\'Tt

NICOLE LACROIX: HAVE
YOU FOUND THE REAL ACE
VENTURA
YET?
THE
MCKEOWN$ CALLED-THEY
THINK THEY FOUND YOUR
BRAIN ON THE SOUND
SIDEI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3116
JENN MYERS: AFTER NEXT
WEEK THE FRENCH RIVIERA
WILL NEVER BE THE SAME!
BE READY TO PARTY
EUROPEAN
STYLE
ASTRID
-----~3116
DO LUNCH WITH DOMINO'S!
1O" ONE TOPPING W/PEPSI
$4.00. WED/THUR ONLY. 348·
1626
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3117
SUZANNE TENCLINGER:
HAPPY 21 ST B-DAY! HAVE A
GREAT DAVI LOVE - T.P.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3116
AMY COLLINS OF AST: YOU
PUT SO MUCH DEDICATION
INTO YOUR POSITION.
CONGRATULATIONS ON
BEING SELECTED THE
MOST ACTIVE ALPHA DELTA.
_ _ _ _ _ _.3116

HEY ASA'S: CONGRATS ON
1 ST PLACE IN THE PIKE
SUAAEll SO, WHO GETS THE
DREAM DATE??? LOVE, PERI
_ _3116
BILL DOSS, HAPPY 24TH
BIRTHDAY • YOU OLD MAN.
LOVE, LAURIE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3116
KRISTIE KAHLES OF ASA:
THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR
HARD WORK IN PUTTING
TOGETHER A GREAT 25TH
ANNIVERSARY OPEN HOUSE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3116
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA FOR
PLACING FIRST IN THE PIKE
SUAAE.
WAY
TO
GO
MELANIE BLUM, KRISTIN
NIELSEN AND HEATHER
SZUAGOT • YOUR SISTERS
ARE PROUD OF YOU!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3116
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
SHARK F.C. SOCCER TEAM
FOR YOUR SECOND YEAR
REAL WIN. MAYBE NEXT
YEAR FRAT. TEAMS WILL BE
BETIEA LOOSEAS AND NOT
PROTEST!
_ _ _ _3116
DELTA ZETA WOULD LIKE TO
WISH ALL OF THE FRATERNITIES AND SOAOAITIES A
FUN AND SAFE SPRING
BREAK
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3116
BOOKIE: CAN'T WAIT TO
SPEND THE WEEK WITH
YOU IN FLORIDA I LOVE YOU
SPUNKY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3116

<>NLY
Deadline is .3 business days
before it should run

DON'T PASS BY
THIS DEAL!

by Bill Watterson
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'The 1O words for $1 is available to any non-commercial indi·
vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
/'K) l<JW!N6,

MAN? W
(j(Jf

·s'!;,

7W?

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: - - - - - Dates to run - - - - - - - - - -

Message: (one word per hne)

,I
Person accepting a d - - - - - - - - - - Expitation code (office USO only) _ _ _ _Composltor._ __

No. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ __
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Ward named top amateur athle
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Gymnasts,
swimmers, runners and speedskaters,
male and female, muscled football
players out of the Sullivan Award for
nearly half a century.
Charlie Ward broke the spell this
year.

His selection Monday night made
him only the third football player to
be designated the nation's top amateur athlete - Doc Blanchard and
Arnold Tucker of Army were the others, winning in 1945 and 1946.
Maybe the electors felt football
players got enough of the limelight
and other awards.
That certainly was true in Ward's
case. The Sullivan Award completed a
triple for the Florida State quarter-

back.
The Seminoles won the national
championship and Ward won the
Heisman Trophy as the outstanding
college football player.
One of the games that helped Ward
was, oddly enough, Florida State's
only loss, the Notre Dame contest,
won by the Irish 31-24.
Maybe being back in Indiana had
something to do with it, but Ward
remembered that game on Monday
night.
"All the things that we accomplished during that game helped us
out in the long run. We were down a
lot of points and came back," he said.
Ward was 31-of-50 for 297 yards
and three touchdowns, including two

in the second half as the Seminoles
rallied from a 24-7 deficit. Florida
State drove to the Irish 14 in the closing seconds before a pass by Ward was
batted down at the 3 as time ran out.
"We ~e back and won the national championship. Some people
thought we shouldn't have won it, but
the Lord saw fit that we win it, and
I'm very happy I was on that team. A
lot of people can't say that," Ward
said.
For the season, Ward passed for
3,032 yards and 27 touchdowns with
only four interceptions in 327
attempts. After the 18-16 bowl win, in
which he was the MVP, he joined the
Seminoles' basketball team and started 16 games at point guard, averaging

10.5 points a game.
Ward was among 10 llllcuui-.i
Sullivan, presented each y
1930 by the U.S. Amateur
Union.
He also is the first football
win the Sullivan since
teammates Doc Blanchard
and Arnold Tucker in 1946
first winner from a team s
baseball's Jim Abbott in 1987.
"I haven't accomplished eve
I want to accomplish," Ward
"This is the amateur level. I've
everything possible on the am
level, but I want to take it to the
level. If I can accomplish just
things I accomplished in the
ranks I'll be a very happy person.•

Teams deal with NCAA snubs Missou
player
arrested
By The Associated Press

(20-7); North Carolina Charlotte (16-12) at Duquesne
For teams that had their NCAA "bubble" status 06-12); Tulane (17-10) at Evansville (21-10); Texas
burst in conference tournaments, being in the NIT is A&M (19-10) at New Orleans (19-9), and Southern Cal
better than being nowhere.
(16-11) at Fresno State (19-10).
Still, it's hard for most to hide their disappointment.
Seven more games will be played Thursday night as
"They are an NCAA-type team. We think we are, the tournament heads toward the final four at
too," says Vanderbilt coach Jan van Breda Kolff, whose Madison Square Garden March 28-30.
Oklahoma (15-12) is making its 13th straight postCommodores travel to Norman, Oklahoma, to face the
season appearance, including three of the last four
Sooners in an NIT first-round game Wednesday night.
"If they had won a game in the Big Eight tourna- NITs. The Sooners also have won at least 20 games for
ment they would be in the NCAA." That attitude per- 12 straight seasons, but the only way that streak will
meates the field for the NIT, the consolation tourna- continue is if they win the NIT.
ment that begins Wednesday night with nine games.
That's one challenge coach Billy Tubbs can hold up
The one exception may be Northwestern, which to his players.
snuck in by upsetting Michigan Saturday to meet the
"Our guys are excited," he said. "Vanderbilt's a good
plus-.500 requirement at 14-13. The Wildcats, accus- team, a real solid team. Billy McCaffrey is an outtomed to being an athletic doormat, get to host neigh- standing player." The Commodores went 16-10 during
borhood rival DePaul (16-11) as they make their first the regular season, winning six of their final eight, but
lost to Auburn in the first round of the SEC tournapostseason appearance in 11 years.
There are nine NIT games Wednesday, beginning ment.
with Georgia Tech (16-12) at Siena (21-7) in an afterXavier blew a chance to make the NCAA field by losing five of its last 10 games, including a first-round
noon game.
In other evening contests, Murray State (23-5) is at loss in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference tournaBradley (21-7); Miami of Ohio (19-10) at Xavier, Ohio ment.

Miller looks for perfection from USC
LOS ANGELES (AP) - In her first 1980s, led the Trojans to a pair of
year as Southern Cal women's coach, NCAA championships, and played on
Cheryl Miller has displayed the same a U.S. team that won an Olympic
kind of flamboyance she once showed gold medal.
as a player for the Trojans.
Miller was hired shortly before the
She can be hot or cold - high-fiving start of the season, after Marianne
players after a good play or glaring Stanley left during a salary dispute
from the coach's box when someone that ended in an unsuccessful dismakes a mistake or doesn't follow her crimination suit.
directions.
"I didn't come in to shake or sepa"I expect nothing but the perfec- rate the coaches' fraternity or sororition," Miller said. "I expect nothing ty; that was not my intention whatsobut the best."
ever," Miller said.
The seventh-ranked Trojans (23-3),
"I didn't come in to undermine
who won the Pac-10 championship, anyone. I came in to help a bad situaplay host to Portland (17-11) tion out."
After four years as an assistant
Wednesday night in a first-round
NCAA tournament game. Miller coach and seven years as a television
hopes it will be the first step toward broadcaster, Miller is still adjusting
to being a head coach. It's also been
a national championship.
It's no surprise that Miller has an adjustment for her players.
lofty goals. Now 29, she was a four"They may not like me, but that's
time All-American at USC during the OK because they respect me," she

said. "All I ask for is your respect.
When I have your respect, everything
else will follow."
Senior Lisa Leslie, one of the country's best players, said she and her
teammates respect Miller.
"You might not like your professor,
but you still go to class," Leslie said.
"We're here for business, and our
business is basketball."
Miller acknowledges the high
stakes of coaching a Division I team,
but she is idealistic when describing
her vision of a successful athlete.
"Someone who's gone out and given
their very all ..." she said. "They're
consistently good, and they consistently work hard."
Miller knows that athletic careers
can come to a sudden end. She suffered a serious knee injury in 1987,
and couldn't compete in the 1988
Olympic tryouts.

COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP) O'Liney, a key reserve
Missouri's basketball team,
arrested early Tuesday for all
ly punching a woman in the
several times outside a nigh
Coach Norm Stewart sai
junior guard likely will be
pended for at least one game.
The incident happened ou
downtown Columbia club
2:30 a.m. EST Tuesday, said
Eric Meyer. The player
charged with misdeme
assault. O'Liney, 22, of
Fla., will accompany the
basketball team to Ogden,
for the first round of the
West Regional. The Tigers,
seed in the region, open
Navy on Thursday. The
to fly to Utah on Tuesday ·
"We learned of this incid
6:30 a.m., and since that ·
have been trying to get all
details," Stewart said.
~at I have been able
out, though. leads me to ·
we'll suspend Paul for at 1
game until we can determine
the facts." The victim, who
identified, told police that
hit her in the face and kn
to the ground. Myer said s
officers she suffered minor ·
and wanted to pursue c
against O'Liney.
O'Liney was released on
ture bond and issued a s
to appear in Municipal Co
date was immediately set
court appearance.
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consin ____ Hard work _ _ _ _ _ _ __
awards went, UIC's Kenny
Williams was named the
Mid-Con Player of the Year,
Valpo coach Homer Drew
won the Coach of the Year
honore and Milwaukee guard
Michael Hughes was named
the Newcomer of the Year.
Williams had a wonderful
year, finishing second in the
league in scoring (21.5), first
in assists (4.6), tied for first
in steals (2.5) and fifth in
three-point percentage
(.408).
Drew led his team to what

amounted into a dream season for his Crusaders. Not
only did Valpo finish over
.500 for the first time since
1976-77 with a 20-8 overall
record, but the Crusaders
also put together their best
season since 1966-67 when
they went 21-8.
This season also marked
only the fourth time that
Valpo has finished with 20 or
more wins in a program that
began in 1917.
Finally, Hughes' first and
only season in the Mid-Con
was a good one. The senior
transfer from Nebraska finished third in the league in
scoring (20.1) and seventh in
rebotmding (7 .1 ).

they would play the winner
of the University of NevadaLas Vegas, Montana State
game.
Northern also plays this
evening, as they "Vill face
Southwest Missouri State
(23-5) at Springfield, Mo. in
the Mideast Regional. The
tipotr is scheduled for 8 p.m.
CST. If the Huskies win,
they would face the winner
of the Loyola, Md.,
University of Vll'ginia game.

• From Page 12

go and then just take off."
Which is exactly what
happened to Thomas in her
last 3000 race. A runner
from Southern Illinois
reportedly had a best time
of 10:00, which was 16 seconds better than Thomas'
best time. So Thomas'
instructions were to stick as
close as possible to the
Southern runner.
·
"I'm a real aggressive
runner. I usually don't like
follow behind people, I like
to run my own race,"
Thomas said. "I don't really
consider who the people I'm
running with, I just do
whatever I can do regardless. I have been holding out
and I think that it has cost
me in races because afterwards I feel like I could do a
lot better."
After the Southern runner began to loose steam,
Thomas cruised by her en
route to another first place
and an undefeated indoor
season.
"We thought she'd have
someone to run with,., Craft
said. "She ran along with
that kid for a while and
then about halfway through

she just took off and left
her."
Craft is not going to let
his best distance runner go
untested throughout the
entire outdoor season. Craft
has plans to challenge her
in one of the best track
meets in the country: the
Drake Relays in Des
Moines, Iowa on April 30.
"I know she'll get some
competition at Drake and,
hopefully, she'll get some
competition before that too,"
Craft said.
In order for Thomas to
fulfill a goal, breaking the
10-minute barrier in the
3000, she will have to shave
19 seconds off of her best
time of the year of 10:19.
"That's my goal for her.
How far under 10, I don't
know, it just depends on the
who the competition is. If
she went under 10, that
would be close to a school
record," Craft said. "Before
the season is over I think
she'll have (the record). As a
matter of fact, I'm predicting that she'll have the mile,
1500 and 3000 records
before the year is out."
Thomas is pretty confident that she'll not only
break the 10-minute mark,

she thinks the school record
is well within her ran e as
well.
"I'm sure I can run that.
That's one of my other goals,
breaking the record,"
Thomas said. "In the last
race (against Southern
Illinois), I had so much left
it was pathetic. I was really
upset."
Upset after a resounding
victory?
It's Thomas' high standards that she sets for herself and make Thomas one
of Eastern's best distance
runners, so it's not surprising to see her set a goal for
herself higher than what the
coach set.
"I wouldn't mind trying to
qualify for nationals,"
Thomas said. "It's a goal but
I haven't really been in
track since high school and I
graduated in '89. I feel I
haven't reached my peak as .
far as how fast I can run."
The 3000 record is at
9:54.85. But in order for her
to break it, someone else has
to step up to push Thomas
instead of her starting slow
and then blowing by people.
The women's outdoor season begins at Southern
Illinois on March 26.

Panthers~-------• From Page 12

Panther designated hitter
Rob Nicholes was 1-for-4 with
two RBI and leftfielder Jason
Jetel was 1-for-3 with one
RBI.
The Illini, 7-6, completed
their scoring with one run on
two hits in the bottom of the
fifth and three runs on four
hits in the eighth.
Despite the margin of the

Eastern is scheduled to play
loss, Callahan remained optimistic about the rest of the six games on the trip before
beginning their Mid-Continent
season.
"I still think we've got a Conference season at Wisconchance to be a decent team," sin :Milwaukee March 26.
Callahan said. "It's one of Tuesday's loss was the latest
those situations where we're in a series of recent losses to
just not playing very well."
the Illini. Illinois won last
The Panthers will depart year's game by a 17-8 score.
late tonight for their spring- Illinois has won the last 13
break trip to Louisiana and meetings between the two
will play Tulane in a single teams, dating back to 1987,
game at noon Friday.
and 17 of 18 since 1986.

TheDa117Ea8ternNews

By JOHN COX

Staff writer

It's rare for an athlete to go through a whole
season without one challenge.
But Eastern's premier distance runner for the
women's track team has done just that. But the
absence of a challenge was not presented by a
lack of work on her part.
Thomas, who was the 1992 Mid-Continent
Conference Champion in women's cross country,
has outdone everyone else on the track through
hard work.
"She's not at all afraid to work," assistant
coach Mary Ohl said. "She takes it out in a race,
she goes out and gets it. She knows what she
wants to do and she's not intimidated by any
times anybody throws at her. She goes out to
win."
Last year, during Christmas break and after
her cross country success, Thomas was struck by
a car while she was out running and injured her
knee.
"We really don't know for sure if it was the
accident that injured my knee or if it was running," Thomas said. "I don't remember hitting
my knee in the accident but when I came back
from the accident, that's when I started having
knee problems."
She was forced to sit out last year's track season and rehabilitate her knee back into competitive form. The rehab was something tough for
Thomas, according to Ohl, but something she
stuck with.
"She was really kind of frustrated because she
wanted to get out and run, run, run," Ohl said.
"It's hard to hold her down and the training room
was saying 'no running, only biking and swimpiiA~ .fµlp":qo jzp.pact running.' That was really
fllustratiQg to hei; because she just loves to run."

EAN ESKRA/Assoc. photo

Kiya Thomas has Logged hundreds of miles of training in her track shoes. but that hard work has
the bottom oftlwse shoes afamiliar sight to many second place.finishers in both track and cross co
"It was kind of discouraging because I still had
"She really didn't know how to run the
to be at practice to support the team but I wasn't meters so I told her to just go out and ge
running," Thomas said.
fourth place and hang," head coach John
Since this is Thomas' first track season at said. "As people dropped out, she would move
Eastern because of her knee problems, she was and go around. She would just hang with w
unfamiliar with the strategy of the distance er was leading until there is about a half-mile
event on the college level of track.
• Continued on Page 11

Wisconsin-Green Bay defense
could make for an NCAA upset
ByRANDYUSS
Staff writer

If you're picking that office pool for the
NCAA tournament, or hoping to win the pot
in that tourney pool on your floor in the
dorms, you know that a couple of upsets can
go a long way toward winning some money.
Or losing money.
And although it doesn't appear as such on
the surface, one of the more intriguing first.
round match-ups could be the University of
California and Mid-Continent representative
W1SC0nsin-Green Bay.
This may be an interesting game, in part,
because of the frustrating, lane-clogging
defense that the Phoenix play. Green Bay only
allowed 54.7 points a game this year, and
Golden Bear point guard Jason Kidd could
have his hands full with the one-on-one

defense of Phoenix senior
guard John Martinez.
And Kidd could certainly have a problem creating
in traffic with Jeff
Nordgaard and Logan
Vander Velden filling up
Men's
space in the lane.
Basketball
"This is a great opportunotebook
nity for an upset," said
Eastern coach Rick Samuels. '1'he key, of
course, is if Green Bay can force Kidd into a
half-court game and negat.e his ability to pass
the ball.
Gr een Bay, the No. 12 seed in the West
regional, comes into its second NCAA tourney
in four years with a 26-6 overall record, while
5th seeded Cal is 22-7, 13-5 in the PAC-10.
• The Mid-Con All-Conference team was
• Conttnued on Page 11

Mid-Con women qualify two
for the NCAA's 'Big Dance'
BJ DAN m!'.1 ne
Staff wJ1t.er

After losing twice this season to Northern
Illinois, the University of Wisconsin-Green
Bay decided that the third time would be a
di.arm as they captured the Mid-Continent
Tournament by defeating the Huskies by a
score of73-70.
That win gives Green Bay an automatic
bid to the NCAA Tourna m en t. Northern
I llin ois also earn ed a berth t o t he
Tournament as an •at large" team.
Losing 81-73 and 66-60 to Northern (24-5
overall, 18-0 Mid -Continent) probably
sparked Green Bay (15-5, 18-10) to the surprise victory over the Huskies.
Helping the Phoenix capture the champi-

onship were Kim Wood
and Lisa Marshall - two
Green Bay players that
wer e selected to the AllTournament Team.
Wood finished the season and tournament averWomen's
aging 16 .6 points per
Basketball
game, while Marshall finnotebook
ished averaging 11.6 ppg.
She also finished first in
blocked shots (3.0 per game) and field-goal
percentage (.694).
Assisting Northern this season was E.C.
Hill and Leslie Pottinger. Hill WM named the
Tournament's Most Valuable Player, while
also leading the conference in scoring averag" Continued on Page 1 1

Dlinipound
the Panthe
Champaign
trip ends in
21-4 defeat
B y ROBERT MANKER

Associate sports editor

URBANA - Light rain
and ice fell briefly Tuesday
afternoon during Eastern's
baseba ll game at the
University of 111inois.
Head coach Dan Callahan
and his Panthers probably
wish the showers at Illinois
Field would have continued.
The Illini, playi ng in
their 112th home op ener,
took a 17-0 lead after three
innings and rolled to a lopsided 21-4 win in n on -conference play.
"When you pl ay a team
like Illinois, and you're
down 17-0 after thr ee innings, you're kind of praying for rain," Callahan said.
"It was just a flat out buttkicking.
"It wasn't fun to watch ,
and it wasn't fun to be a
part of."
Seven Easter n pitch ers
combined to give up 15 hits
and seven walks while the
def,mse behind them committed three errors.
J unior righthander Willy
Hilton started on the mound
for the Panth ers and gave

up throe runs, all ea
on three hits and two
in just two-thirds o
innin g.
Sophomore righth
Brian Neal relieved ff
but his luck was no
as the Illini went on to
two more runs that i
and five in the bottom
second.
In the bo ttom of
third, junior righ th
Chris Hall and se
righthander Sam J
combined to surre
seven runs on seven
hits - the Illini's most
ductive inning.
Hilton, making his
start of the season,
tagged with th e loss fi
Panthers.
To mak e matt er s w
Illinois starter Do
Payne did not a llo
Eastern base r unner
ough the first three ·
of play.
The Panthers, now l
the young season, fi
br oke thr ou gh with
first hits and first
the top of t h e fourth,
then, t he d a m a ge
al ready been done.
Eastern's scoring
limited to two runs
hits in the top of the
one run on two hits ·
fifth and one run on
in the seventh.
• Con tinued on Page,

